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Abstract: In this paper, software was preparedto use for measuring the programs performance because of the
importance of measuring the programs performance. The performance of any program basically depends on spent
time and storing area needed to implement any program. This work implemented manually is based on trusted rules
to guess the executive time. In this research we used the same rules of complexity through a program to give the
same manual results automatically and speedily. In addition to the time and storing area, the prepared software uses
other standards to analyze the performance of a program like reliability, documentation and others as shown later.
All these standards help in taking the appropriate decision about performance.This research was accomplished the
performance test of program samples written with Pascal language as easy to understand with simple structures
which is provide clear and easy start to test the performance of programs in other languages like c + +.
Keywords: performance, time complexity, space complexity, reliability, efficient.

Introduction
Software
has
found
an
enormous
dissemination in the past years. There are few
machines or facilities left today that are not
controlled by software or at least include software. In
automobiles, for example, from the engine to the
transmission and up to the brakes, more and more
functions are controlled by microprocessors and their
software. The smooth operation of an enterprise or
organization depends largely on the reliability of the
software systems used for supporting the business
processes or particular task. One way to achieve this
goal is systematic evaluation and testing of the
developed software. In this paper we depended on
some standers to achieve this testing like:
 The time complexity of a program is the
amount of computer time it needs to run to
completion.
 The space complexity of a program is the
amount of memory it needs to run to completion.
 Software Reliability is the probability of
failure-free software operation for a specified
period of time in a specified environment.
Software Reliability is also an important factor
affecting system reliability.We were able in this
research to create the program for measuring
reliability, where the program measurement and
reliable arithmetic expressions that contain the
division to avoid division by zero.

 Statistical testing,It is useful to analyse the
program or algorithm to compute the number of
used loops (for statements) and number of
condition statements (if statements) and others.
When we compare the qualification of two
programs written to solve the same problem, the
program uses minimum number of loops to be
considered qualified. Also statistics helps the
user in improving the program especially when
he treats big programs in size.
 Documentation, it is important to know if
the programmer enters enough comments to
shows the functions of the program’s
instructions or writes some information about
the program like, the time in which the written
program starts, ends, and the test development.
These comments help user to understand the
program and make it simpler in using. The
result gives through accounting the rate of the
executive lines in the program, to the rate of
comments in it.

The proposed method
The system we prepared contains several axes.
In addition to the axis of executive time and storing
area, we can find another several axes in this system
like reliability, documentation and knowledge of the
number of subprograms in the program. All these are
shown in the following diagram:
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Fig (1) the general flow chart of proposed system
The following program ready to reading by the
purposed program to compute its time complexity
Executive Time Algorithm:
as follows,
This algorithm represents an accurate
Program A1
description for the guessing or spent time to
var
implement the program. We account the time as n
b, z , I , a : integer;
where n is the size of income.
Begin
Step1: assume that
b:=0;
c = the time complexity of program
z:=0;
n = size of input.
For i: = 1to n do
c=0
Begin
Step2: Read the program lines
readln (a);
Step3: if program line content iteration statement
If a mod 2=0then
thenc=c + (n+1) .
then c=c + (n+1) .
b:=b+1;
Step4: if program line content iteration statement
Else
previous by another iteration statement then
z:=z+1;
c=c+n^2.
then c=c+n^2.
End;
Step5: if program line content If - Then-Else
writeln ('b=',b,
'z=', z);then c=c+2
Statement then c=c+2
Statement
End.
Step6: if program line content If - Then-Else
The lines 1, 2, 3 and 4 Do not take any time
statement previous by iteration statement
complexity,
5 and 6 will be carriedstatement
out
then c = c + 2(n^2)
thenthe
c =lines
c + 2(n^2)
once there for it will take timecomplexity equal to 1
Step7: if program line content Assignment
for each one,
the line 7then
takec=c+1
n+1 timescomplexity,
Statements then c=c+1
Statements
the line 10 will be carried out(n) times, the line 11
Step8: if the assignment statement was
or 13 will be carriedprevious
out (n) time,
then the
total of then
previous by iteration statement
by iteration
statement
execution
times
of
line
11
and
13
equals
to (n)
then c=c+n^2.
times. There for
the
total
execution
times
for
all
then c=c+n^2.
program’s
lines
will
be(
3+3n)
times.
Example 1:
previous by another iteration statement

The proposed algorithms

then

th
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Space Algorithm
Input: Pascal program
Output: the value of space complexity
The process:
I=0
Top=0
If a (i) like "function" or "procedure" then
Do until a (i) = end
J=i
T=1
Stack (top) =a (j)
a (j) =" "
If a (j) like "integer" then
Count the number of variables
Space =space + (t*2)
Else if a (j) like "real” then
Space = space + (t*4)
Top =top +1
Loop
I=1
Do until i=N
If a (i) like "Type” then
I=i+1
Read the variable that pleased before the
assignment signal and store it in variable (k3).
If the variable that pleased after the assignment
signal like “record" then
J=i
Do until a (j) = "end"
If a (j) like 'integer" then p=p+2
If a (j) like "real" then p=p+4
If a (j) like "string" then p=p+255
J=j+1
Loop
Else if the variable pleased after the assignment
signal like "array" then
Count the number of its elements (t) and the kind of
it, and then store this value in variable (P).
If a (i) like "var" then
J=i+1
Do until a (j) like "Begin"
If a (j) like “array" then
Count the number (t) and kind of its elements and
added that to the total space
If a (j) like "integer" then
Space =space + (t*2)
Else if a (j) like "real" then
Space =space + (t*4)
Else if a (j) like “string “then
Space = space + (t*255)
J=j+1
Loop
Print space
Statistical Analysis Algorithm
The input: Pascal program
The output = number of control statements

The process:
For I =1 to EOF
Read program’s lines from begin statement
3. Ifa (I) like “for*” then
4. f=f+1
5 else if a (I) like”if*” then
6. n=n+1
7. Returnf, n
Reliability Algorithm
It is one of the important standards which
we add to our system as it discovers the cases of
failure in programs because the mathematical
statements like division on zero, algorithm warns
the programmer to these cases.
The process:
Input: Mathematic expression written in Pascal
language with Infix state.
Output = Massage box which states whether the
program is reliable or not.
The Process:
Step 1: Read the expiration, and see if the
expiration contains div symbol.
Step 2: Convert the state of expression to
postfix state.
Step 3Set all variables in the expression by
value number and set first variable by
zero.
Step 4:: Find the total value of expression
to avoid division by zero.
Example 2:
Program xz;
var
k,a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h : integer;
Begin
Read(c,d,a,b,d,f,g,h,e);
If g<=0 then
Write (‘the value of 'g' must be > 0');
k:= a – b * (c+d) / (e-f) + g * h;
writeln ('k=',k);
End;
In the previous program, the line 8 in which the
dividing process is carried out. The purposed
program can test if the divisor Expression (e-f) + g
* h equal to zero or not and what the programmer
doing to avoid dividing by zero.

Results and Discussion
Through the implementation of our program about
testing a number of programs written in Pascal, we
got the results in table (1).

We analyze five different programs
written to solve different problems. These
programs are various in the style of writing and
programming tools as our program (system)
succeeds in analyzing all these programs one by
another. The table contains several standards in
addition to time, storing area which used in
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analyzing the performance of any program, so we
added some other standards like documentation,
structured and statistical analyses. All these help in
analyzing and evaluating the program performance
and qualifications. As shown in the table below
our program succeeds in guessing time and storing
area to implement all these programs. Every
program has different executive time from the
other program.Seetable (2).

When applied the purposed program on
three programs made to solve the same problem in
different manners. The problem is how to find the
value of main diagonal in square matrix. When we
test and analyze these programs by our system, we
get different results for every program from the
executive time and this is good when we compare
the program performance. see table (3).

Three programs contain arithmetic
expressions in mathematical equations are used, if
these equations contain division operations, then
our program changes automatically. These
arithmetic expressions change shape infix into
postfix to find the value of this expression. After
that we enter the value zero for every variables one
after another and notice the total Value of
expression if it becomes zero or not according to
algorithm mentioned earlier. If any variable makes
the total value of the expression zero, then our
system will determine this variable and investigate
if the programmer who wrote this program warned
the user that the value of this variable would not
be zero because this will lead to stop the program.

From the three programs R1, R2 and R3 we notice
that the programmer in R1 did not warn the user
about the value of variable (f) as if it took zero so
that the value of denominator will be zero. Then
according to our test, the program is not trusted.
In the program R2, the programmer warns that the
user must not enter a value of variable (f) equals
zero, so this program is trusted and it does not stop.
In the program R3, it does not need warning or
decision because it does not contained division or
root operation, so it will not stop because it is
trusted from mathematical operation side.
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Table (1) programs characteristic
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Table (2) the programs characteristics

Table (3) the Reliability
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اﻟﺧﻼﺻﺔ:
ﻧظ ار ﻷﻫﻣﯾﺔ ﻣﺳﺗوى اداء اﻟﺑراﻣﺞ ﻗﻣﻧﺎ ﻓﻲ ﻫذا اﻟﺑﺣث ﺑﺗﺣﺿـﯾر ﺑرﻧـﺎﻣﺞ ﯾﻘـوم ﺑﻘﯾـﺎس اداء وﻛﻔـﺎءة اﻟﺑـراﻣﺞ اﻟﺗطﺑﯾﻘﯾـﺔ  ,ﺣﯾـث ﯾﻌﺗﻣـد ﻣﺳـﺗوى اﻻداء ﻋﻠـﻰ اﻟوﻗـت
اﻟﻣﺻــروف ﻟﺗﻧﻔﯾــذ ذﻟــك اﻟﺑرﻧــﺎﻣﺞ واﻟﻣﺳــﺎﺣﺔ اﻟﺧزﻧﯾــﺔ .اﻋﺗﻣــدﻧﺎ ﻓــﻲ ﻫــذا اﻟﻌﻣــل ﻋﻠــﻰ ﻗ ـواﻧﯾن اﻟﺗﻌﻘﯾــد اﻟﻣﻌﺗﻣــدة ﻟﺗﺧﻣــﯾن اﻟوﻗــت واﻟﻣﺳــﺎﺣﺔ اﻟﺧزﻧﯾــﺔ وﺑﺷــﻛل اﻟــﻲ
وﺳرﯾﻊ .اﻋﺗﻣد اﻟﺑرﻧﺎﻣﺞ ﻣﻌﺎﯾﯾر اﺧرى ﻷﺟل ﺗﺣﻠﯾل اﻻداء ﻣﺛل اﻟﻣوﺛوﻗﯾﺔ واﻟﺗوﺛﯾـق واﺣﺻـﺎءات اﺧـرى ﺗﺳـﺎﻋد ﻓـﻲ اﺗﺧـﺎذ ﻗـرار ﺑﺷـﺄن ﻛﻔـﺎءة اﻻداء .ﺗـم ﻓـﻲ ﻫـذا
اﻟﺑﺣث اﺧﺗﺑﺎر اداء ﻋﯾﻧﺎت ﺑراﻣﺞ ﺑﺳﯾطﺔ ﻣﻛﺗوﺑﺔ ﺑﻠﻐﺔ ﺑﺎﺳﻛﺎل ﻛوﻧﻬﺎ ﻟﻐﺔ ﺳﻬﻠﺔ اﻟﻔﻬم وﺑﺳﯾطﺔ اﻟﺗرﻛﯾب ﻣﻣﺎ ﯾـوﻓر ﺑداﯾـﺔ واﺿـﺣﺔ وﺳـﻬﻠﺔ ﻻﺧﺗﺑـﺎر اداء ﺑـراﻣﺞ
ﺑﻠﻐﺎت اﺧرى ﻣﺛلc++ .

